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Fairfield Target ·of ACLU Law Suit
By PATRICK K. LONG
Ma.nAglnc Eclltor

A law suit has been
brought against Fairfield
University and three other
Catholic colleges in Connecticut by the American
Civil Liberties Union and
the American Jewish Congress. two of the staunchest opponents of federal
aid to sectarian schools.
Federal grants to church
schools, the legal complaint
are-ued, subject the taxpayers

to "compulsory taxation for re-- last four years has been estiligious purposes."
mated at $150 million.
Supreme Court
Sectarian~
In a New York Tbnes report,
Tbe law epecUlcally problblta
Mr. Leo Pfeffer, the special grant& for boUdlap to be decounsel for the American Jew- voted to "sectarian IDstructlon
ish Congress, was quoted as or wonhlp." However. tbe
saying, "We hope that the Su- ACLU aad tile. AJC feel that
preme Court will tell us in this aay crant to reJJcious seboola
case just what the first amend- Is aid to re1Jc1oa beeau8e U helps
ment means."
to bal&ace a echool budget that
The amount which the De- Includes sectarlaa expen~~ee.
partment of Health, Education
The s uit argues that grants to
and Welfare has given to a religious institution are in efchurch-related schools in the . feet a contribution of tax-raised
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funds to institutions which
"teach the tenets of a church
and constitute governmental
finanCing of religious groups
and governmental action whose
primary effect is to advance
religion."
Otber In.Ututloas

The other Catholic institutions named in the suit besides
Fairfield were Albertus Magnus
College in New ·Haven, Annhurst College in South Woodstock, and Sacred Heart Uni-

Fairfield University, Fairfield, Connecticut

versity in Bridgeport
Also named as defendants
were Wilbur J . Cohen, Secretary of Health, Education. and
Welfare; Harold Howe 2nd,
Commissioner of Education, and
Marvin K. Peterson, chairman
of the Connecticut Conunlssion
on Aid to Higher Education.
Thomas Donahue, Vice-President of University Relations,
stated that the University has
no position on the law suit as
it is a matter to be decided by
the courts of law.
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Initial Gathering of SDS
Maps Strategy for Future
By DAVID DZUBEC

News Editor

"The success of t he SDS on the Fairfield campus lies in the stupidity in the
Administration and its (the SDS•s) failure lies with us. its members!' These words
of Mr. Robert Ellis. organizer and leader of the SDS. sum up the role of the Students for a Democratic Society here at Fairfield.
~ ~r

On Wednesday, September
25 the first meeting of the SDS
of Fairfield University was held
with a turnout of almost 70 interested students present. Slogans such as, ''Take it easy but
take it," were seen as ooe entered the meeting room in Canisius HalL In an organized manner business was carried on
with limited discussion and each
motion ended in a hand vote.
Mr. EDJa. main speaker at
tile meeUng, stated at tbe outset that, "We are pl'llnarny a
radlcal

activist

croup.

Our

ldeoiOCY C&llllOt be pinpointed,
U Ia a more problematic organlzatioa than a theoretical one.'•
Widened Scope
In lieu of the now defunct
Student A c t i o n Movement
(SAM), the SDS is widening its
scope to every avenue of possible student action on and ofr
campus.
SAM evolved into the strictly
educational Free University after much verbiage and debate
took place at its first few meetings in September and October
of last year.
Gaoce EJrectlvenesa
The first meeting this year
of the SDS was primarily organizational to gauge its possible effectiveness.
There was 801De dl8cossion
as to wbetber a coastitutlon
should be drawn up or not and
whether this CODitltuUon would
be presented before tbe Student
Govemmeat or not.
Not Representative
It was decided that a constitution would be drawn up but
would not be presented before
the Student Legislature :;ince
most present at the meeting
held that the present legislature

-----------------------------------------------is not truly representative of rests in national stalemate, its
the student body at Fairfield.
A reason was given for thi3 attitude by Mr. Richard Otto,
"The administration at pre.>ent
must approve a candidate before he can go before the elee>
torate. This censure by the administration makes for a legislature which is not representative."
Many other students present
expressed their disillusionment
with the ~?resent Student Government because of its inetiee>
tiveness.
Porl Huron Staterneat
The SDS was founded on a
national scale in June, 1960 at
a New York convention sponsored by the League for Industrial Democracy. However in
1962 the Port Huron Statement
of the SDS stated its difrerences
from this league and proceeded
on its own.
Since tben tile SDS baa grown
so that It bas groups on almoet
every campus tllroucbout tile
United States. However. an lm·
portaot point must be made
here. The SDS on aay parUcular
campus may bave notblac ID
common with any otber SDS
group except that of acUvism.
"It Is a decentralized of'C1Lnlza·
tlon springing up wherever tbe
need arlsell,t' &eeordlnc to Mr.
Ellis.

Statement of Principles
The following is a statement
of principles of the SDS exerpted from the Port Huron
Statement by Mr. Kevin Kelley,
member of the SDS.
"We are people of this generation, bred in at least modest
comfort, housed now in universities, looking uncomfortably on
the world we inherit America

goals ambiguous and tradition
bound instead of informed and
clear, its democratic system
apathetic and manipulated
rather than 'of, by, and for the
people'. All work is guided by
the sense that we may be the
last generation in the experiment with living. But we are a
minority - the vast majority
of our people regard the temporary equilibrium of our society and world as eternally
functional parts. In this is perhaps the outstanding paradox:
ConUnoed on Page 8

Student Government President PbWp Howe addreeslng Stu·
dent LeglslaJure with Minority Leader James Cunningham
and Majority Leader Charles Coviello looking on.

President's Address Keynotes
Informal Legislature Meeting
By THOMAS PERROrri
Phil Howe, President of the
Student Government, addressed
an informal meeting of the
legislature last Thursday night
in the Oak Room. Since there
were only one or two items on
the agenda., it was decided
that formal business be held off
for another week when everyone will be prepared for a long
meeting.
Appropri&Uons
In his address, Mr. Howe
first covered the major points
of this year's budget. He concentrated on two appropriations
which would give financial aid
to clubs and organizations on
campus. An $8,000 grant has
been set aside for aid on a first
come, first served basis. Also the
Administration has set up a

fund of approximately $5,000 to
be used by the film ~ociety, the
literary magazine and other
clubs.
Commenting on the agenda
for this year the President
listed as potential legislative
matters, ·the following: up-dating of the Fairfield catalogue
by the activities committee in
the areas of courses, student
government and various other
departments; a review of the
campus organizations, also by
the activities committee; James
Cunningham's dispersement re-form bill; an election code bill;
and the ratification of the University Council.
Referring to the Student
Government Constitution, · Mr.
Howe commented : '-tbe new
constitution should be finalized

next week. We have been meeting with Mr. Griffin all swnmer
and he has accepted almost
everything - there has been
very little disagreement. The
only changes that hav~ been
made were made by us."
Concerning the handbook, Mr.
Howe expressed his disfavor
towards a student handbook
committee as was used by the
previous administration. "Our
constitution recognizes only one
body to deal with the handbook,
and discipline and social codes
and that is the legislature."
He emphasized two points in
the handbook which he considers major areas: dress and open
house. "As far as dress regulations are concerned, things are
fine. A spot check last Monday
Continued on Page 8
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CA G -Service
For the Needy
By PAUL CUNNINGHA,\ 1
"Service bas proven to be of
Immediate neeesslty In helping
action. groups on our campus.
Services such as transportation,
clerical help, and publicity are
of primary concern after croup
proposalS and plans have been
drawn .up for soclal actlon.''
Under the direction of Fr.
George Fitzpatrick, S.J., a
handful of students in the
Christian Action Group (GAG)
have formed what is strictly a
service organization.
The groups for which CAG
operates all come under the
heading of Fairfield University
Christian Action Program. They
are : Revitalization Corps;
Y.I.C.; Tutoring; Big Brother;
Long Lane; Child Guidance
Center; Juvenile Court; Southbury Training School; Bridgeport Rehabilitation Center; Dinan Genter for the emotionally
disturbed; Kennedy center for
the mentally retarded; Fr.
Panik Village, etc.
For each of these groups, the
wide range of services which will
be coordinated by CAG include
transportation throughout the
week to the centers; clerical
help for the organization who
are hurting for stat! members,
and publicity, to promote interest in the work ~!..g accomplishf>A.
In addition there will be a

newsletter for the Fairfield students to keep them abreast of
social action. A group of students will do research in
the outside conununity to determine in what areas aid is
m ost sorely needed.
Llaslon
Lastly, they will attempt to
form an inter-university liaison,
a student-faculty liaison, and
eventually a Fairfield University-Fairfield Prep liaison in relation to social services.
The purpose of the liaison will
be to pool ideas and discover
new services, or new means of
service to the conununity.
Fr. Fitzpatrick conunented
enthusiastically, "I think we
have finally found a slot which
will make CAG a valuable organization." As of the present,
he has recruited a "small group
of willing and able students."
He was careful to choose quite
a few sophomores in order that
he will have capable leaders and
a strong foundation to build on
in the future.
Structurally, the organization
is loosely knit. Fr. Fitzpatrick
said, "There is no charter as
such envisioned. We will exist
as long as the need exists."
A booklet, published by CAG,
describing all the social action
programs, will soon be available
to all students.
Fr. Fitzpatrick clarified the
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Social Chairman Promises
'More Than Ever Before'
By BOB BURGESS

"So they raised the activities
fee, now what are they going
to do with the extra money?"
This question is being asked all
over campus this year since
the activities fee wits raised
from five to fifteen dollars per
year. What actually is being
done?
Social Chairman of the Student Government Dale Swanson has many plans in the
works. His first project will be
a Social Saturday, something
distinction between F1JCAP and
CAG:
FUCAP: Is the generic name
given to all social services
being performed by various
groups on campus. FUCAP is
no$ an organization; it is a
name which describes a number of organizations, such as
YIC, Big Brother, Tutoring,
etc.
CAG: Is an organization
which will service such social
action organizations as YIC,
Big Brother, Tutoring, etc.
CAG operates more exclusively
on-eampus in effort to help the
FUCAP Program to operate
more easily and effectively offcampus.

which h as been promised many
times in the past, but has never
seemed to come about. The first
Social Saturday is being tentatively scheduled for Saturday,
November 2, at Marymount
College. There will be a Rugby
game against Villanova during
the day followed by a beer mixer also at Marymount There
are also plans for another Social Saturday for sometime in
the spring.
Big Name Concert&
Mr. Swanson said that the
Student Government is planning
two "big-name conerts" during
the year, one in each of the
semesters. The first one, tentatively scheduled for December
5, will feature Peter, Paul, and
Mary. The Student Government
plans the second concert for late
winter or early spring. There
is no indiation as to who the
other "big-name" group wlll bt:,
but Mr. Swanson pointed out,
"We are always looking for a
group that will be acceptable
and enjoyable to the students
and allow the Student Government to break even in the money department" The Student
Government also has been
working hard in conjunction

with the committees for the two
big weekends and was instru·
mental in obtaining the Lettermen for Homecoming Weekend.
SkiD~

A Ski Day is also being planned for sometime in February.
The plans for the Saturday include skiing all day and a beer
mixer during the evening. It
will be held with one or more
girls' schools at Powder Hill in
Middletown, Conn. The Ski Day
IS another idea which had been
promised in the past but failed
to materialize.
Also in the works for the
year are a series of lectures.
Three will be held this semester and poss1bly three more
next semester. The speakers list
is not available at the present
time, but indiations are that the
speakers will be well lmown.
Mr. Swanson emphasized the
fact that the social life will be
greatly expanded this year and
added, "My objective Is to offer
the Fairfield University student
more than he has ever had before. Now we have the money
to do it. It's the students' money
and we want to utilize it to the
fullest."

Campus News
PEACE CORPS
Since last Monday morning
Peace Corps recruiters have
been in the Campus Genter lobby explaining the Peace Corps
to all students of Fairfield. All
students of the four years who
are even remotely interested in
the Peace Corps are invited to
stop at the booth.
Miss Karen Blanchard, a
Peace Corps volunteer to Ethiopia for two years, will be giving
tests to any interested students
today and tomorrow at 4 p.m.
in the Campus Center. Anyone
wishing to take the exam must
flll out ,IUl applicntion beforehand. Applications will be available in the lobby both ~ays.
In the past two years, the
nwnber of applicants from
Fairfield has steadily increased.
In 1966, four graduates applied.
In 1967 the nwnber jwnped to
24 and last spring, 36 graduating seniors applied along with
four non-senior applicants.

students, especially freshmen,
are invited.

• • •

FRONTIERS

The Fairfield University literary magazine, Frontiers, will
hold an organizational meeting
today, October 2, in 307 Canisius at 3:00 p.m.
. The purpose of the meeting
is to reorganize and re-establish
the magazine so that It will
become and remain a significant
institution on the campus. The
meeting is not limited only to
writers. Anyone interested in
contributing to the publication
of a magazine is invited. This
includes artists and photographers as well as management personnel. All staff positions remain untllled.
Correspondence to the magazine can be made in care of
Frontiers, Box N, Campus Center Mall Room.

• • •

• • •

BRIDGE TOURNAMENT

School Band

Plans for a Second Annual
Duplicate Bridge Tournament
have been finalized and released.
The play will be standard duplicate with two-man teams. The
tournament is open to all students, faculty, staff, etc. Play
will begin on October 8 and
will continue bi-weekly with a
total of five meetings. An entry
fee of $1 is required to cover
the cost of refreshments and
other operating expenses.
All interested should contact
Fr. Gallarelli in the Campus
Genter or Paul Brock, Box 163.
The deadline for applloation is
October 4.

A meeting of the Fairfield
University band and dance band
will be held Thursday, October
3, at 3:00 in Loyola 1-A. The
meeting will be for anyone interested in joining and for Utose
who have already signed up.
An informal practice wlll be
held after the meeting.

• • •

BUSINESS CLUB

The Business Club of Fairfield University will hold its
first organJzed meeting tomorrow in the Gampus Center
G 41-42 at 3:00. All interested

INDIA TRIP

The Sub-Committee formed
in India for the celebration of
the Gandhi Centenary abroad
will conduct an Essey Competition during the Centenary celebrations through the Fairfield
Student Government
The subject of the Essay is:
GANDHI AND THE EMANCIPATION OF MAN. ·Terms
and conditions for the Competition are given below:
(a) Two prizes will be awarded to students and two to the
general public on a worldwide
basis in each of the five languages mentioned below in (c).
For this purpose, the term students will be defined as bona
fide students of any educational institution in the age group
16-24. Those above 24, whether
students or not, will be trea~d
as members of the general public.
(b) One economy class return
air fare for a month's trip to
India in October 1969 will be
offered as a prize. The entire
expenditure during stay and
travel in India will be met by
the Sub-Committee for the
Celebration of the Gandhi Centenary Abroad.
(c) The essay will be written
in English, French, Spanish,
Russian, or Arable.
(d) The length of the essay
should not exceed 8,000 words.
(e) The last date for receipt
of entries is January 31, 1969.
(f) Names of prize winners
will be announced on August
15, 1969.
Interested students are urged
to contact the Student Government office.

Expensive n•w

Bic& Clic:• for
big spenders

49¢

Only Bic would dore to torment o beouty' like this. Not the g•rl ...
the pen she's hold ing. It's the new luxury model Bic Clic ... designed
for scholarsh ip athletes, lucky cord players and other rich compus
social ites who con afford the expensive 49-cent price.
But don't let those del icate good looks fool you. Despite horrible punishment by mad scientists, the elegant Bic Clic still wrote
first time, every time.
Everything you want in a fine pen, you ' ll find in the new Bic
Clic. It's retractable. Refillable. Comes in 8 barrel colors. And like
all Bic pens, writes first time, every time .. . no matter what devilish
abuse sadistic students devise for it.
Wotermon ·lic Pen COtporot ion , Milfotd, Conntc t•cvt 06460
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Poor Attendance Spoils Liquor Conference
"Although disappointed at the
attendance, our determination
is greater than ever before,"
this is how Robert Murphy,
Chalnnan of the Students For
A Revision of the Connecticut
State Liquor Statutes summed
up his reaction to their conference which was held at Fair·
field last Saturday.
Only half the schools who
had notifted the group that they
would attend the conferen ce
showed up. However, Mr. Murphy was heartened by the fact
that be bas received letters of
regret from ten schools. who
could not attend for various reasons, but who indicated that
they are interested in the move
to lower the drinking age to 18,
and are willing to work for it.
The next step for the Students
For A Revision of the Con!lecticut State Liquor Statutes is to
visit the colleges and universities who expressed interest in
their program and speak with
them. Also, petitioning of the
people of the State of Connecticut should be started by the
end of October.
The opening remarks to the
conference were given by Mr.
Ronald Bianchi, Dean of Men.
Then representative Stuart McKinney of the 141st Assembly
District gave a speech entitled
"How to Change the EstablishState Rep. Stuart :McKinney of the lUst Assembly DlatrleL
1\fr. Rober~ Murphy ''71, chairman S.R.C.L.S.
ment from Within." He emphasized the idea that while
changing a state statute is not Fainield University Chaplain;
an easy thing to do, it can be Lieutenant Patrick Carroll of
accomplished with a certain the Fairfield Police Department;
and students Robert Murphy
amount of bard work.
and Patrick Long.
A movie entitled "To Your
The panel, which proved to
Health," which was narrated
by Fr. Laurence Mullin, S.J., be the highlight of the day's
followed . The movie dealt with activities, dealt with the probBy GEORGE BRITTON
lems of enforcement of the
the problems of alcoholism.
liquor
laws,
as
well
as
the
proshaving the open house." At
Following a coffee break and
ln furthering its efforts to make Fairfield University a more
a speech on the history of pects of changing them.
liberal Institution and to give the students additional campus free- present the poll is to be taken
The day was completed by a dom, the Student Government has instituted new and "less an- every week but will soon be
S.R.C.L.S. movement by Robvoted on by Individual floors
ert Welngartne~ a panel dis- buffet lunch, featuring an ad- tiquated" parietal regulations in the dormitories.
cussion was held. The members dress by Dr. Robert Strauss,
Last year female guests could - - - - - - - - - - - - to decide whether or not they
want the open house held every
of the panel were: Rev. William who is famous for his collaborabe entertained in the dorms open. However, if an individual Sunday.
C. Mcinnes, President of Fair- tion on the Bacon-Strauss restudent decided not to have
field; The Honorable Michael port on alcohol. Dr. Strauss is every fourth Sunday of the women in his room, he was still
If the floor vote policy is efmonth
(other
than
major
weekSicilian, Judge of the 2nd Cir- chairman of Behavioral Scisubjected to Qle open door laws. fected, which it most probably
cuit Court; Michael Swift, a ences at the University of Ken- ends) from the hours of 1-5 This inflexible policy did not will be very soon in all the
member of Alcoholics Anonym- tucky, currently on sabbatical p.m., provided the doors to each allow the student to keep his dormitories, any Individual stustudent's room was kept wide
ous; Rev. Joseph McCormick, at Yale University.
door closed should he desire to dent wishing that a vote be
taken on campus house policy
do so.
for any given Sunday must be
Students Decide
The new regulations for this granted that wish. Some dormitories already use the floor vote
year allow the students to de~liey.
cide themselves whether or not
ExcepUon
they want the floor open every
The only exception to the
Sunday from 1-5 p.m., Instead
of only once a month. A weekly open house policy is Loyola 2.
poll in which the majority will The students on that floor have
rule conducted by the floor pre- said that their Jesuit prefect,
weekend is quite complete, so sellout tour.
By COLIN KILEY
This year the Third Annual I hope it goes over well."
Though the three days of the fects will decide the open house Fr. Mcintyre, S.J. has decided
that the students should wait
Lettennen
weekend will be filled with policy for any given weekend.
Homecoming Weekend will be
The weekend officilaly begins action and events, the focal
held November 8th through the
Doors must still be kept wide two weeks before a floor vote
lOth and will feature a number at 8 o'clock Friday evening with point of the weekend will come open, however, if the student is is taken on open house. The
of entertaining events centering the Lettermen concert. The on Saturday when Fairfield and entertaining women In his room, students have also expressed
around the Fairfield - Iona unique sound of The Lettermen Iona clash once again. Fairfield, and " . . . physical upkeep of that they are not satisfied with
has contributed to music a ranked eleventh In the nation's the dormitories during this peri- this condition. An informal
Football game.
Mr. Thomas Ross, chairman listenable and a creative sound. forty-three football teams will od will be under the supervision STAG poll conducted on Loyola
of the weekend, and his com- The trio consisting of Tony try to make up for last year's of the Student Government", 2 Sunday afternoon showed
that out of 38 students polled,
mittees have tried their utmost Butala, Gary Pike and Jim loss to Iona which is ranked (Student Handbook, 1968-69).
to plan a weekend with many Pike, presents a perfect vocal fourth nationally.
So far the Government has 38 voted unanimously in favor
diverse events to satisfy · the blending to its millionm of al·
During the game, along with not sent officials into the dormi· of the open house. One student
bum fans . . . to the tens of half time entertainment, will tories on patrol. Mr. William polled asked rhetorically, "Who
different tastes of students. Mr.
Ross said, "the emphasis was thousands of college students be the crowning of the Home- O'Malley, prefect on Campion would oppose it?"
not put on making it the big- who see them perform ·'live" coming queen. The queen will 3, indicated that it was not his
Student Government Presigest and best ever, but on mak- annually . . . and to the un- be selected when all names and job to patrol the floors and he dent Philip Howe said he
ing it an entertaining weekend." counted audiences of television pictures are submitted and the would not do so even if the Stu- thought the new parietal reguFor example, The Letter- and the nation's leading night student association votes on the dent Government did not survey lations were "fine". However
men, who will be in concert clubs.
top five.
·he added, "We'll get some 'lpinthe hall during open house.
Since its creation in 1961, the
in the University gymnasium
ions" through a Student GovDisplay Contest
Overwhehnlng Vote
Friday night, are a versatile trio has appeared at more than
Also at the game will be a
Mr. Santo Lalomia, the As- ernment poll on increased parigroup combination who do a 1200 colleges throughout the new innovation. To counteract sistant Dean of Men, said that etal priveleges, and introduce a
little of everything. Finally Mr. country and are currently on the problems In the past con- so far "all floors have voted bill 1.o the Legislature and get
Ross said that he felt, "the their twentieth cross-country
Continued on Pa&"e 8
Continued on Page '1
overwhelmingly In favor of

Parietal Polls Reflect
Approval of Liberalization

Lettermen Concert Launches
Annual Homecoming Weekend
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Beyond The Classroom
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Outside of the classroom Fairfield is academically barren. Professors realize that they are not bound by contract to s upply the
student body with extra-curricular academic activity and act accordingly.
Some departments have been more lax than others in this area.
Last year the English Department broke the ice with poetry readings
and literary discussions. There have been sporadic attempts at init iating similar programs in the other departments but on the whole
t hey have fail ed miserably in this regard.
The History Department has done little. The Theology Department could very easily initiate programs dealing with the problems
of celibacy and birth control. The philosophers have also remained
noticeably silent in this area. The new catalogue reveals the existence
of other similarly silent departments obviously content in doing just
as much as the job demands.
Must an army of students implore the "ivory tower" residents
to come out of their self-imposed hermitage? A strong d esire does
exist for such activity on this campus. We realize that such intellectual pioneers will not be playing to a full house, but this is no
reason for discouragement. After all, how many of us read editorials?
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On Pulling Together
Talking about student power at Fairfield is ridiculous. Unle~
some drastic change in student attitudes takes place soon, the fight
for liberalization being fought by a handful of very dedicated but
quite powerless individuals is d oomed.
The problem is basic. Student unity doesn't exist here. Cliques
and factions are numerous and diverse, each seeking to make its
voice heard. In t he end, however, no one is heard and it's "business
as usual" as far as the Administration is concerned.
The assininity must stop now. We know what we, as a student
body, want. More electives, liberalized parietals, smaller classes and
some type of on-campus weekend diversions are just the beginning
of a long list of necessary changes. Without student cooperation none
of this will come to pass. Regardless of what some members of the
Administration claim, no change is "imminent" on this campus.
The stud ent body would do well to take a lesson from the unity
that exists among members of the Administration. There is a strange
regimentation of thought among the elders. They stand as a unit, a
granite wall against the disorganized efforts of the revisionists.
We like to think that .student cooperation is possible. Is it?
Can ,the Y.I.C., C.K.S., S.D.S. and the Student Government, just to
mention a few, recognize t heir common goals and work together t(\
accomplish t hem? Time will tell and during that time we are at the
mercy of the Administration.
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''Don't-Tread-on-Me''
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" On Belng Rlcht Up Ap.lnat the Wall"
"If the college is to avoid becoming a battle-o
~ound or a cemetery, it must seek to understand

its own intellectual resources and organize them

tor a response."

w. c.

Mcinnes, 8.1., t·la.tl

The above quotation does not seem to be the usual liberal
reformist, Innovator, intellectual activist press release material.
It is not the old conservatism masked in liberal rhetoric with
which we have been so bombarded In the past. It Is Indeed a
statement of finality. Fairfield University and particularly Its
administration are up against the walL
The administration of this university has consistently faDed
to recognize. its own "intellectual resources." The administration
has taDed disma1.1y in reforming Its Institutions, especially in re-o
gard to student and academic ntralrs, without constant student
pressure. ActiDg as pressure grcups, the students have always
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Congratulations

ECLE CTIC
By lACK MARA

PONDERINGS
Glassy eyed, concrete mouth agape, the fish face phantom
still lurks as overlord of the B.B.C. Black and bold stand those

same twelve letters announcing to all that the Campus Center
for lack of a patron saint is still the CAMPUS CENTER. Any
Stag owning four wheels and an engine invariably aims his weekend machine for places unknown, while the freshman counterparts are trying their best to lure the college maidens of New
York for that long walk around the pond.
Monday morning comes and unsteady hands, blurry eyes and
tired bodies gradually fill the corridors of Xavier and Canisius
Somehow it starts all over again . . . another day, another week,
another semester and another year.
Such has been the rhythm of life at Fairfield. It has been
altered occasionally by ground breaking ceremonies, periods of
bad weather and delays in building construction.
But basically, this is Fairfield University, or at least this was
the Fairfield I gladly left at the end of my sophomore year. r'. ··r!
evidently I picked a good year to attend the University C-:>!1,,~:· ;:t
Dublin. The letters I received in Dublin from fellow S '(l_;:r were
so depressing that even their stationery had frC\vns. ! ...,.,,
the grades at Fairfield were forced as \ow as the selling p:·'c;: oi
British sterling. (Evidently some professors saw their inte:Jectna!
investments at stake and decided to hoard the A's and B's to sell
at a later date). I understand however, that at least there was
some outstanding entertainment on campus - a professional magician! His show must have been excellent for I see he waved a
pink slip and one hundred students just disappeared from campus.

.,.-d

His inspiration I understand led someone to try his own s!igM
of hand. It seems some unexplainable messages (not bearing the
official stamp of approval) appeared and re-appeared as the
mystery painter made his magical rounds.
Something happened last year In keeping with the occult
spirit of the time that I just can't quite believe. Perhaps it was
just an illusion, a surrealistic straw that I clutched at as I surveyed Fairfield for the first time in a year. ·Was it Fairfield or
had the school I left a year ago actually disappeared? Was it . . .
Could it be . . . !
The ivy was actually growing on the Campus Center. The
Rugby Club was going to have an actual field. And what was that
beautiful building, a REAL library? Expecting it all to be a
mirage I was about to pinch myself when I saw two students,
sans jacket and tie talking casually with a professor sporting (of
all things) a moustache. My disbelief redoubled. I was about to
re-eheck the address of the campus when I heard two studf!nts
discussing the unlimited possibilities of a bar on campus and the
practicality of parietals on Sunday. One of the students wearing
an S.D.S. button told the other he was really pleased with his
teachers this year.
At Fairfield. What had happened. It must have been magie
but then. Who was the magician? The students? I hear they
rallied last year in hope of a hat trick. The faculty? Some of
them seem to have enough enthusiasm to have purchased the
wand. The administration? Well it is their hat. I don't know who
was actually responsible, maybe all three; but I sure like the
trick. Some threw in a bunch of withered flowers and lo and behold, why it almost looks . . . Like a University!
lem - reactionary and paternalistic administrations new Fairfield back into that old bouquet.

and If his

inst The Wall
~esired changes. The liberal rhetoric of the university
,roduced one major concrete change in dormitory con.e reform, or Intellectual freedom through its own
ae administration once asked the students to be innd intellectual activists without realizing that they
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igensian heresy, and not the products of their own
impotence. They cannot see how some students can
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1. They do not seem to be able to distinguish between
d activism. Once the administration attempted to proudents with rampant paternalism, now they wonder
an protect themselves.
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To the Editor:
lt is the distinguishing feature ot a
pollee state rather than a university that
its defenders tend to "overreact" to dissidence within the ranks. The rather
one-sided knee-jerk reaction to the
"negative" attitudes expressed in the
first issue of T he Stag is indicative of
the extent to which the minds of the
masses have been ''made right" by the
omniscient (and too often omnipotent)
proponents of intellectual euphoria.
It seems that it is acceptable to sll)'
almOIJt anything at Fairfield, if you say
it with a smile. But to be bitter, to be
angry, even to be serious about what
you say, is against the r ules of the
game. I, for one, am tired of the games
being played at Fairfield. The truth, as
the saying goes, hurts; and Fairfield
University will have to undergo much
pain before it even begins to live up to
its possibilities as an intellectually and
socially (no, gang, I don't mean mixers
. . . ) stimulating community. The first
steps toward the realization of these
possibilities will be taken by those who
dare to speak and write of the realities
behind the smiles, and by those who will
respond, rather than react, to criticism.
I congratulate Ttae Stag on its long
awaited entry into the battle to bring
Fairfield into the world of social and
intellectual reality.
Sincerely,
Bnlcle Schauble '69

• • •

Faculty Fresh men
To the Editor:
As a new faculty member, as strange
and unfamiliar to the workings of the
Fairfield campus as any freshman, I
was quite disturbed to read your editorial of September 18. I was particularly distressed by the nature of its sweeping attack upon administration, faculty
and studen ts.
In a way, I 'm in the same unique
position freshmen find themselves. I
have little idea of whether these charges
are true or false. But whether they are
or not, the tone of your editorial has
done little to articulate your complaints
and still less to correct them. A properly
functioning university depends for its
intellectual growth upon the interaction
of administration, faculty and students.
This interaction requires deep reservoirs
of understanding, tolerance and mutual
respect, virtues that were certainly not
fostered by the inflarnatory phrases and
antagonistic tone of your writing.
A university administration does have
the responsibility to be imaginative but
an equal obligation to preserve ordered
and sustained growth through progressive innovation. To call a school with a
growing graduate otl'ering, with special
institute• tor compute.r training l.lTld
ConUnued on P &&'e e

•

New Directions
Lewis B. Mayhew is a middle-aged professor of education at
Stanford University who, cloaked in his mantle as President of
the staid American Association for Higher Education, made a
brilliant but ill-heralded speech at the Dallas Education Conter·
ence last summer on the absolute contingency of university restructuring. Mayhew, who in his speeches and essays emerges as
a dignified figure of such rare intellectual mobility as to make
agitation irrelevant if he had only sufficient allies, gave his speech
in such a fashion that your humble columnist felt it broke down
into two realms. To this the writer gingerly attached as an appendix the intellectual abortions known as his own opinions, which
the more sensitive inhabitants of Stagland may of course consider
optional.
Mayhew initially addressed himself to the heart of the probMr. Magician(s). More magic, please, but don't turn thi.~
two points sound familiar, it may be due to the proximity:
1. "Colleges a re not churches, clinics, or even parents. Whether
or not a student burns a draft card, participates in a civil rights
march, engages in premarital or extramarital sexual activity,
!;ezomes pregnant, attends church, sleeps all day or drinks all
night, is not really the concern of an educational institution." The
b!ame for unrest lies at the door of university hierarchies assuming this function.
2. "Behind every successful student outbreak stands some adr.,ini.. t•·ator who exercises discretion without legitimacy." some
administrators blatantly Ignore student rights under autocratic
proc<>dures that wither before contemporary analysis.
Second, Mayhew prescribed <five universal criteria for college
discipline beyond which disciplinary despotism ensues, and couches
them in the belief that "Students should have the power of selfdetermination over their private lives and the conduct of their
own group-living":
1. Cheating.
2. Plagiarism.
3. Misuse of Equipment.
4. Damage to Property.
5. Interference with Access to Campus Facilities.

•

•

•

Surely, any institution can thrive with stability on such a
basis. But the recent Fairfield handbook represents not a moderate
movement towards Mayhew, but a reactionary revulsion against
him. No one who was here last year can fail to notice the amelioration of the anti-student persecution of the immediate past. But
the changes arc of a "meat, potatoes, and seconds" nature, with
the menu still a secret; the iron fist is out of sight, on condition
we still walk the straight and narrow path. The Administration
hedged on the alcohol issue and excised entirely the parietal provi·
sions so painstakingly worked on with an eye towards de-emasculating the Faimeld male. And at this writing, the new Constitution remains in a state of enforced limbo because its authors
dared to include a Bill of Rights.
What can be done? Future handbooks should either embody
Mayhew's five criteria or there should be no future handbooks.
A "Magna Charta" cnn be drawn up protecting the students from
the excesses of deranged administrators. The Credo of this university can be replaced with a document at least sounding as if
it had been written after the invention of gothic architecture.
What can the Administration do? It can take this article seriously
and decide this school has no reason to exist. More likely, it will
decide this column has no reason to exist and assign its author
a ground-floor room in the pond. At least it could look up ''constructive criticism" deep in it'> Funk & Wagnall'JO and conclude
this is it.

By WILLIAM T . O'BRIEN

"intellectual resources" ot the college community as a whole.
Students at Fairfield are finally becoming just that and are generally refusing to stand for the hollow promises, lies, distrust and
repression of the administration's own "credibility gap." The
faculty is rapidly becoming an excellent one. Questions are finally
being raised in most courses, rather than in just the traditicnal
few. Humanistic maturity is finally coming to Fairfield.
The reformist students have consistently failed to recognize
the "intellectual resources" of the administration. One must realize
that the administration has a creative Intellectual resource and
potential. These resources seem, however, to be constantly channeled away from the academic community and towards the (sic)
community at tl\e gates, fund raising and hollow promises of
things to come, not reforms now. Many students, including this
columnist, tend to view the administration as business-orientated
public relations men and not as concerned educators dedicated to
freedom of thought and intellectual excellence.
The clock is now at the one minute to twelve position. The
administratfpn knows this all too well. The administration must,
by its own volition. otTer radical undergraduate reform to the students bt Theology, PbUosophy, course expansion, full freedom of

course choice and an entire reordering and reorganization of the
priorities of Fair>field towards a genuine truthful commitment in
education rather than public relations.
U the administration cannot or will not make a commitment
in deeds to the "raison d'etre" of Fairfield, it must cease tv be
the administration of Fairfield. It must, to malaprop one of its
jingoistic phrases, become educators not imitators. If the administration will not reorientate its commitment to education and
intellectual freedom it will not survive. We have needs of good
public relations men but we have a greater need for educational
reform and a sense of educational guidance. We must have an
administration at Fairfield orientated towards knowledge not
money, reform not the status quo, truth not deception. This must
be our goal. Without it, reform is but a hollow gesture of an administration out to compromise everyone, students and bank pr~si·
dents, radicals and reactionaries. The administration must see that
it cannot placate everyone and must make the choice of the businessmen or the students, public relations or the academic community. One of the two must be prevalent. Today it is the former,
and we as students must make it the latter. As it now stands the
administration will hang itself Ol' be hung.
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''Don't-Tread-on-Me''

6 '"''"" u•:. :.uuw musl uave IJI:!en exceuent ror .1 see ne wavea a
pink slip and one hundred students just disappeared from campus.

Faculty Freshmen

His inspiration I understand led someone to try his own s!igh~
of hand. It seems some unexplainable messages (not bearing the
official stamp of approval) appeared and r e-appeared as the
mystery painter made his magical rounds.
Something happened last year in keeping with the occult
spirit of the time that I just can't quite believe. Perhaps it was
just an illusion, a surrealistic straw that I clutched at as I surveyed F airfield for the first time in a year. ·W as it Fairfield or
had the school I left a year ago actually disappeared? Was it . . .
Could it be . . . !
The ivy was actually growing on the Campus Center. The
Rug by Club was going to have an actual field And what was that
beautiful building, a REAL library? Expecting it all to be a
mirage I was about to pinch myself when I saw two students,
sans jacket and tie talking casually with a professor sporting (of
all things) a moustache. My disbelief redoubled. I was about to
re-check the address of the campus when I heard two students
discussing the unlimited possibilities of a bar on campus and the
practicality of parietals on Sunday. One of the students wearing
an S.D.S. button told the other he was really pleased with h is
teachers this year.
At Fairfield. What had happened. It must have been magic
but then. Who was the magician? The stude.n ts f I hear they
rallied last year in hope of a hat trick. The faculty? Some of
them seem to have enough enUtusiasm to have purchased the
wand. The administration ? Well it is their hal I don't know who
was actually responsible, maybe all three; but I sure like the
trick. Some threw in a bunch of withered flowers and lo and behold, why it almost looks . . . Like a University!

To the Editor:
As a new faculty member, as strange
and unfamiliar to the workings of the
Fairfield campus as any freshman, I
was quite disturbed to read your edi·
torial of September 18. I was particularly distressed by the nature of its sweeping attack upon administration, faculty
and students.
In a way, I 'm in the same unique
position freshmen find themselves. I
have little idea of whether these charges
are true or false. But whether they are
or not, the tone of your editorial has
done little to articulate your complaints
and still less to correct them. A properly
functioning university depends for its
intellectual growth upon the interaction
of administration, faculty and students.
This interaction requires deep reservoirs
of understanding, tolerance and mutual
r espect, virtues that were certainly not
fostered by the inflamatory phrases and
antagonistic tone of your writing.
A university administration does have
the responsibility to be imaginative but
an equal obligation to preserve ordered
and sustained growth through progressive innovation. To call a school with a
growi.n g graduate offering, with special
Institutes for computer training lltld
Continued on P~e 8

lem - reactionary and paternalistic administrations - and if h is
new Fairfield back into that old bouquet.

·Up Against The Wall
"On Belng Right Up Agalnat Ule Wall"

"If the college is to avoid becoming a battle-iP"OUnd or a cemetery, it must seek to understand
Its own intellectual resources and organize them
for a response."
w. c. Mcinnes, 8.1., 9-la.e&
The above quotation does not seem to be the usual llberal
reformist, Innovator, intellectual activist press release material.
It is not the old conservatism masked in liberal rhetoric with
which we have been so bombarded in the past. It is indeed a
statement of finality. Fairfield University and particularly its
administration are up against the wall.
The administration of this university has consistently failed
to recognize. its own "intellectual resources." The administration
has tailed dismally in reforming its institutions, especially in regard to student and academic afi'airs, without constant student
pressure. Acting as pressure grcups, the students have always
acted inside or outside of the "system" in order to obtain for them-

selves the desired changes. The liberal rhetoric of the university
has never produced one major concrete change in dormitory eonduct, course reform, or Intellectual freedom through its own
volition. The administration once asked the students to be innovators and intellectual activists without realizing that they
themselves were unable and ill-equipped to make such a com·
mitment.
The administration has consistently failed to recognize the
"intellectual resources" of the student body. The administration
does not really know what to make of all the angry people walking around the campus, holding clandestine meetings. learning
more in the snack bar than ln the classroom, and threatening to
blow the "lid" off the university. They seem to regard S.D.S. as
a new Alblgenslan heresy, and not the products of their own
intellectual impotence. They cannot see how some students can
regard the administration as repressive, double-faced politicians
of education. They do not seem to be able to distinguish between
anarchy and activism. Once the administration attempted to prot ect the students with rampant paternalism,. now they wonder
how they can protect themselves.
The administration has consistently failed tO recognize the

•

discipline beyond which disciplinary despotism ensues, and couches
them in the belief that "Students should have the power of selfdetermination over their private lives and the conduct of their
own group.living'':
1. Cheating.
2. Plagiarism.
3. Misuse of Equipment.
4. Damage to Property.
5. Interference with Access to Campus Facilities.

•

•

•

Surely, any institution can thrive with stability on s uch a
basis. But the recent Fairfield handbook represents not a moderate
movement towards Mayhew, but a reactionary revulsion against
him. No one who was here last year can fail to notice the amelioration of the anti-student persecution of the immediate past. But
the changes arc of a "meat, potatoes, and seconds" nature, with
the menu still a secret; the iron fist is out of sight, on condition
we still walk the straight and narrow path. The Administration
hedged on the alcohol issue and excised entirely the parietal provisions so painstakingly worked on with an eye towards de-emasculating the Fail:'tield male. And at this writing, the new Constitution remains in a state of enforced limbo because its au\hors
dared to include a Bill of Rights.
What can be done? Future handbooks should either embody
Mayhew's five criteria or there should be no future handbooks.
A "Magna Charta" can be drawn up protecting the students from
the excesses of deranged administrators. The Credo of this university can be replaced with a document at least sounding as if
it had been written after the invention of gothic architecture.
What can the Administration do ? It can take this article seriously
and decide this school has no reason to exist. More likely, it will
decide this column has no reason to exist and assign its author
a ground-floor room in the pond. At least it could look up ''constructive criticism" deep in it<> Funk & Wagnall'i and conclude
this is it.

B7 WILLIAM T . O'BRIEN

"intellectual resources" of the college community as a whole.
Students at Fairfield are finally becoming just that and are generally refusing to stand for the hollow promises, lies, distrust and
repression of the administration's own "credibility gap." The
faculty Is rapidly becoming an excellent one. Questions are finally
being raised in most courses, rather than In just the traditional
few. Humanistic maturity Is finally coming to F airfield.
The reformist students have consistently failed to recognize
the "intellectual resources" of the administration. One must realize
that the administration has a creative Intellectual resource and
potential. These resources seem, however, to be constantly channeled away from the academic community and towards the (sic)
community at the gates, fund raising and hollow promises of
things to come, not reforms now. Many students, Including this
columnist, tend to view the administration as business-orientated
public relations men and not as concerned educators dedicated to
freedom of thought and intellectual excellence.
The clock is now at the one minute to twelve position. The
adminlstratfon knows this all too well. The administration must,
by its own volition, offer radical undergraduate reform to the students U. Theology, Philosophy, course expansion, full freedom of

course choice and an entire reordering and reorganization of the
priorities of Fail'tield towards a genuine truthful commitment in
education rather than public relations.
If. the administration cannot or will not make a commitment
in deeds to the "raison d'etre" of Fairfield, it must cease to be
the administration of Fairfield. It must, to malaprop one of its
jingoistic phrases, become educators not imitators. If the administration will not reorientate its commitment to education and
intellectual freedom it will not survive. We have needs of good
public relations men but we have a greater need for· educational
reform and a sense of educational guidance. W e must have an
administration at Fairfield orientated towards kno\Vledge not
money, reform not the status quo, truth not deception. This must
be our goal. Without it, reform is but a hollow gesture of an administration out to compromise everyone, students and bank presi·
dt>nls, rad!cals and reactionaries. The administration must see that
it cannot placate everyone and must make the choice of the businessmen or the students, public relations or the academic com·
munity. One of tbe two must be prevalent. Today it is the former,
and we as students must make it the latter. As it now stands the
administration will hang itself or be hung.
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More Letters to the Editor
Continued from Page 5
opera appreciation, with laymen and a
rabbi teaching theology, and with elected departmental chairmen, unimaginative or anti-secular seems to me unfai:and unrealistic.
A faculty member likewise should be
responsive to the needs and demands. of
students in and out of the classroom as
well as to the community as a whoie.
And if many are silent, perhaps the
i"logical and radical statemen's of th:>se
more vocal alienates them. There must,
it seems, be constructive alternatives to
silence on the one side and scree.:-hing
on the other. And as for the students;
there is -something to be said for be:ng
deeply involved in their educational experience. Their later ability to alter the
direction of this world is likely to de·
pend on the intellectual skills and emotional maturity they acquire today.
Perhaps before judging so many of
the groups and institutions of this university, you should have considered the
limits of responsible editorialship and
the nature of constructive criticism.
Sincerely,
Robert J. O'Connell
Instructor, Deparmfent of
History and Politics

• • •

Pessimistic Radicalism
To the Editor:
It seems that the editorial columnists
of The Stag have an unrelenting urge
to write essays of pessimistic'-radicalism. No, I'm not "provincial, patholo~ic
ally conservative, or. beer-bellied." I
know it helps simpleton schoolboy radi-

come tc the realization that a person
such a; myself can remain quiet for
only so long. Kevin Keliy's editorial in
last week"s Stag {Chicago Follies: Democratic Convention) was the beginning
of my involvement.
Julius Llsl ' 71
I was not in Chicago during the con• • •
vention but I saw it on television. I have
a personal reas;,n for my political interests (my namesake, an uncle, 1s a
Congressman, Democrat, Cleveland,
To the Editor:
Ohio.) I tried to come to a conclus:on
I would like to congratulate Robert . on what really happened in the "Windy
City" last August. My conclusion: D:>n"t
Murphy '71 and his staff for the exceltake sides. Sure, we have a right to
lent meeting held on the consideration
voice our opinion, but if I were a policeof liquor revision for the State of Conman on duty (to protect everybody benecticut. People in the know on the
caus~ of Dallas, Memphis and L.A.) and
liquor issue have indicated that no apa bag of urine was thrown at me, I
proach on revision has even had as much
would strike back. Mayor Daley is not
chance to be approved as the one being
completely to blame; nor are the police;
implemented by these Fairfield students.
nor, either are the yippies. The fault lies
Their organization is outstanding, their
on both sides and it is time now for
approach is exceptionally mature, and
constructive criticism. This is exactly
their influence is far reaching. They
my point Hasn't there been enough dehave gained respect from those with
structive criticism in the past month conwhom they h ave come in contact, and
cerning Chicago? We are not going to
they are a credit to their class.
change what happened. If a person is
truly concerned, and so cynical of proRonald J. Bianchi
cedures already set forth, should you
not spend your time trying to change
Asst. Dean of Student Services
what you fear-of-anarchy think may
•
•
happen.
Thank you Kevin.
Michael Feighan •a
EDITOR'S NOTE: 1\lr. Kelly's column
and a ll other columns that have 11p·
To the Editor:
peared this semester are NOT t•di·
I have never written a "lej:t.er to the
torlals. There are usually two edi·
editor" before because I am a typical,
torlals each week and these a.ppf'ar
in large cype on the editorial page.
apathetic, complacent Stag. I pride myself however, on the fact that I try to
They have been written by the Edl·
be well informed. I read the Times,
torlal Manager and in the future he
Time Magazine, Newsweek, Esquire,
wUl be assisted by the Associate Edi·
even Plaboy occasionally. But I :1ave
tor.

ert Kennedy, who were made of better
stuff than mere protest and impotent
pessimism. When will the editorial columnists of th.e Stag stop waiting for
hope and begin inspiring it?

cals to divide this university, and to a
large extent this country, into beerbellied conservatives and intellectual
revolutionaries; thus facilitating their
simpleton perceptions of academic, social, and political reality, but that is
one luxury I will not allow in my case.
I'm not that easily classifiable nor are
most Fairfield U. students.

Mature Organization

It's not that I have anything in particular against essays of pessimistic
radicalism, except that they become boring after a while, but more importa11tly
they offer neither solutions nor constructive criticism to any problp.ms.
("So don't read them," I hear someone
saying.)
There is Ilttle sense in going on;
many radicals have a way of being
self-righteously narrow-minded. Besides,
there were some excellent letters in
last week's Stag dealing with the same
topic. I just want to leave the Stag
columnists with a few thoughts. Sen.
Robert Kennedy saw the same situation
in many ways that Kevin McAuliffe,
Kevin Kelly, and others (including myself) see in this country today. But instead of exhorting the poor, the blacks,
the youth, and the disenfranchised to
disrupt conventions, colleges, and induction centers or "go to the barricades,"
he offered solutions {based on facts),
constructive criticisms, and most of all,
hope, hope in our ability to peacefully
change for the better, by appealing for
a process of commitment" and involvement in all and a submerging of hate
and mistrust while elevating latent qualities of love and understanding in some.
Hope, gentlemen, is not something that
floats in the air. It is," like pessimism, a
feeling inspired by men, men like J ohn
Kennedy, Martin Luther King, and Rob-

•

Constructive Criticism

SDS' Organizational Meeting Maps Strategy for Future
ConUnued from

Patre

1

we ourselves are imbued with
urgency yet the message of our
alternative to the present.
society is that there is no viable
Some would have us believe
that Americans teel contentment amidst prosperity - but
might it not be better call<'!d a
glaze above deeply felt anxieties about their world in the
new world? And if these anxie-

ties produce a developed indifference to human affairs, do
they not as well produce a
yearning to believe there h1 an
alternative to the present, that
something can be done to
change circumstances in the
school, the work places, the bureaucracies, the government,
the ghettos?
A new Left in America must
be, in large measure, a left with

real intellectual skills, comitted
to deliberativeness, honesty, reflection and activism as working tOols. A New Left must include liberals and socialists, the
former for their relevance, the
latter for their sense of thorough-going reforms in the system. The university is a more
sensible place than a political
party for these two traditions
to begin to discuss their dif-

ferences and look for political
synthesis.
A New Left must start controversy across the land, if national policies and national
apathy are to be reversed. The
ideal university is a community
of controversy, within itself and
in its effects on communities
beyond.
If we appear to seek the unattainable, as it has been said,

then let it be known that we do
so to avoid the unimaginable."
The meeting here last Wednesday ended with a call for
students who were interested
in taking a draft resistance
course. About ten students 3igned up for the weekly two hour
class held in New Haven.
The next meeting of the SDS
will be tonight at '7:30 in Canlslus 206.

Legislature Meeting
Oontlllued from Pace 1

night, proved that the students
can be responsible about dressing well." Approaching the subject of open house he stated
that the student government
would only make sure that the
dorms were kept clean. .
I n the final segment of his
address, President Howe offered
his recomendations for vari,ous
positions and appealed to the
governing body to support
them. To the position of
Corresponding Secretary, he
r~commended Joseph Rouseau.
To the recently reenacted Academic Board he recommended
Kevin Kelly and his committee.
In making the selection, he expressed hope that the board
would promote these demands:
that the theology and philosophy requirements be lightened;
that the pass- fail system be
adopted; and that the fine arts
requirement be an option between music and art.
Other recommendations were
given to George Rouell and
Drew Soltys for position on
the Community Service Committee, established this year by

Fr. Mcinnes. This selection, he
stated, was made only after
consulting ·the heads of various
service groups on campus.
Stephen Kabosa and Richard
Makse have been chosen to
represent the student body on
the Bellarmine Committee, organized to promote cultural
events. Finally the S tudent
Body President has assigned
John Crasback to the position
of intern treasurer. Former
treasurer, Jeffrey Jones had to
r esign on leaving the school.
President Howe's c 1o si n g
words expressed a hope that
the Student Government would
have a p.·oductive year.
James Ruane, representing
the Students for a Revision of
the Connecticut Liquor Statutes, spoke for a few minutes
and asked for a vote of confidence. This was not possible
because the rules had been suspended - an informal vote was
given, however. After it was
agreed upon · that the next
meeting would be held tomorrow at 9:00 in the Oak Room,
the meeting was brought to a
close.

SAVE 40% TO 60%
MEN'S FAMOUS MAKE NATIONAL BRAND

3

SHIRTS

For

$8.50

VALUES $5 TO $8.50- CHOOSE FROM OVER 5000 SHIRTS
WE SPECIALIZE IN SHIRTS FOR THE COLLEGE MAN
PERMANENT PRESS -

PIMA & OXFORD CLOTHS -

BUTTON DOWN & SPREAD COLLAR -
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IVY STYLES

SOLIDS & STRIPES
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1562 POST ROAD
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in the country at much higher prices
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Father-Son Weekend
Plans Finalized
By JOHN BRENNAN

Richard Makse and Sl<ip
McGovern are this year's student co-chairmen for FatherSon Weekend October 12 and
13 while Mr. William O'Brien
of the Fathers' council is chairman.
According to senior Skip
McGovern, "The purpose of the
weekend is to familiarizP. the
fathers with Fairfield in a morP.
direct and personal way but is
also a weekend for the student
as well as the parent."
Registration will be held that
Saturday morning from 9:0010:00 in the campus Center
Mezzanine. There will be group
lectures and career opportunities being discussed in Canisius
Hall at 10:00. This will be followed by an address by Rev.
James Coughlin, S.J., Dean of
Academics, and a business
meeting of the l''athers' Council
in Gonzaga Auditorium.
At 2:00 p.m. the Football
Club will take on New Haven
College at Alumni Field.
Panel Dlscus&aon

At 4 :30 p.m. there will be a
panel discussion in Gonzaga
Auditorium entitled "What's on
Your Mind." Questions submitted earlier in the day will
be asked by three students and
directed to three fathers. The
three fathers , who have sophomore sons are William F. Fortray, President of Russell Ritter
Book Publishing Company; A•bert F. Lackwood, Assistant
Vice-President of the Chemical
Bank, New York Trust Company and Robert T. Lennon,
Vice-President of Harcourt,
Brace and World Inc. of New
York. Mr. Richard Store will
serve as moderator of the group.

The three students are Paul
Brock '69, Dennis Donovan '70
and Robert Murphy '71.
According to Richard Makse
the purpose of the panel is to
"stimulate a dialogue between
the fathers and sons on issues
pertinent to the unlver$ity community."
Afterwards there will be a
banquet in the Student Dining
Room followed by a variety
show in Gonzaga Auditorium.
Following the variety show
there will be an informal dialogue in Oak Room completing
the schedule of events for
Saturday.
On Sunday there will be a
Mass celebrated in the Oak
Room at 9:00 followed by a
breakfast in the student dining
room which will mark the official close of Father-Son Weekend.

Continued from Page S

By DUANE McDON ALD
The Fairfield University Players began preparation for their
fall series last Thursday night
with a general meeting for all
interested stud~nts. The Playhouse again plans a schedule
of three plays to be presented
at intervals during the school
year.
The first production will 0e
"Philadelphia, Here I Come,"
authored by Brien Friel, which
opens Thursday night, December 5.
In February, the group will

Chairman, attempted to convince Mr. Robert K. Griffin,
Dean of Student Services, to increase the present regulations
to Saturdays from 1-5 p.m.
The attempt obviously failed.
In regard to the Loyol'l 2
situaticn, Mr. Howe said that
the "students are to vote on
open house", and "if they want
it, they are going to have it."

Anyone inter ested in writing for
The STAG should con tact P at
•
ID

Director Newman Debuts
In Creative Film Effort
By P AUL BJEL

The recent P aul Newman production, "Rachel. Rachel," even though it is
neither nihilistic nor childishly unreal in its outlook on life, will most probably
lenve the modern viewer dissatisfied.
Rachel (J oanne Woodward)
is a 35 year old school teacher
in a small country town who,
having spent the last 10-15
years of her life in a house
filled with frightening ch ildhood
memories while taking care of
her mother, is well on her way
to becoming an old maid. Like
all such women she leads a
boring, isolated existence. She
refuses to try anything new Ol'unusual, to eat any other flavor
ice cream besides vanilla, to accept a dinner invitation from
her principal, to go out vn a
date with Nick, a high school
classmate of hers. Having to
stay with her mother and her
consequent old maid personality
have prevented Rachel from ful-

--------------------------------------------------filling the two main desire:; of ing a modern Christian revival
any woman, namely, to find a meeting based on the theme of
man she can love and to have love with Cala (Estelle P archildren by him. To keep these sons), Rachel becomes open to
unfuffilled desires from disturb- people and is duped by N ick , a
ing her, Rachel has suppressed self-centered, callous individual
them.
'
who loves her and leaves her,
But like all suppressed de- pregnant, or so she thinks.
sires they force themselves to When the fetus turns out to be
the surface of consciousness a cyst and is removed, Rachel
somehow, in Rachel's case decides to move with her moththrough fantasy-seizures, in er to Oregon, where with new
which she imagines herself em- surroundings and new pe.rsonbracing Nick, kissing her prin- ality, and critically open to
cipals' hand, or taking one of people, she can start a new life.
her pupils home as her child.
Yet because the problems it
However, with these desires un- deals with are not basic enough
fulfilled, Rachel's life is mean- for a modern audience, "Rachel,
ingless and death her only Rachel" even with its happy,
escape. After reluctantly attP.ndhopeful ending will not, as bas
been stated before, satisfy the
modern viewer. As he watches
the final scene, a seascape with
a woman and child walking on
the beach, the viewer finds h imself wondering whether if Rachel finds enough temporary
children (pupils) to satisfy her,
or even if she marries a r ich
hearsals for the play begin on widower and has natural children, will she be truly happy
October 21.
Mr. Emerich and sev~ral or fulfllled T
Or will these goals of findmembers of the Playhouse are
also planning an Actor's Work- ing a man she can love and
shop for the four weeks of Oc· having children by him appear
tcber. Anyone interested in de· meaningless once attained"!
veloping or improving his act- Such questions disturb the moding abilities may attend this ern viewer and "Rach el, Raworkshop. Further details will chel" makes no attempt to answer them.
be posted soon.
Yet the plot is intricate, more
In concluding the meeting, the
Club's Publicity Chairman, Al- so than I have made it seem ,
lan Kaulbach, '70 told all pres- and some aspects of the photogent, "No one will be turned raphy, especially the showing of
down, we need all the help we Rachel's face as old and lined,
can get. Anyone interested In or young and soft, depending
any way is welcomed." A second on the situation, are interesting.
general meeting of the Play- So if one is not in a particularhouse will be held in a few ly sk!'ptical mood h e may b!' if
not satisfied at least superficialweeks.
ly pleased with "Rachel, Rachrl."

Playhouse Prepares for Season
'Philly,' 'Godot,' Musical Planned

HEL P WANTED

Long

R,ache/'

---------------------------------------

Parietal Hours
them to resolve the bill. Once
the University Council is formed, Mr. Howe indicated that the
resolution on increased parietals
would be brought before it "to
add weight" to any regulation
change.
Mr. HowP also pointed out
that over the summer he and
John Moore, Executive Board

~R:achel,

Regis 118 or by

calling 255-3259

present "Waiting for Godot,"
by Samuel Beckett.
For a change of pace, the
club's spring show will most
likely be a large cast musical.
H elp Needed

The Playhouse is still in need
of men willing to work in all
aspects of production. Much
help is needed in the areas of
set design and construction,
Ughting, props, publicity, and
tickets. Several assistant directors are needed to aid Mr . Robert Emerich , the d irector of all
the Playhouse's productions.
Anyone interested in playing
a role in "Philadelph ia, Here I
Come" should attend the tryout which are scheduled for October 13, 14, and 15. The re-

Young Derus Support
Anti ; War Platform
By DAVID DZUREC
N ewa Editor

"Inunediate withdrawal from
Vietnam, black control of black
communities, redistribution of
wealth throughout the United
States and abolition of the present draft system."
This is the platform which
the Young Democratic Club of
Fairfield University will SUPport this year, with Mr. Craig
O'Connell as President.
In a recent interview, Mr.
William O'Brien, member-officer of the organ ization, pointed
out, "This platform will require
a new constitution which has
been submitted to the National
Democratic Party Chairman. As
yet this constitution has neither
been approved nor rejected."
Purpose: To Unite
He went on to say that th e
purpose of this recently ~har
tered club is "to unite the sentiment of those who feel that
neither Richard Nixon or Hubert Humphrey offer a real

choice for the United States. As
for the upcoming presidential
election, it is ·highly doubtful
whether the club will endorse
Mr. Humphrey. We plan to
work through local primaries
and elections and also to unite
on campus the anti-war, antidraft, anti-racist groups."
·In the November elections the
club will support Senator Abraham Ribicoff (D-Conn.) because
his views coincide with those of
the club's.
It also plans to support Mr.
Robert Cook, a sociology professor at Yale University whose
platform is also very similar
to that of the Young Dems. Mr.
Cook is running for United
States Congress Third District
which includes New Haven.
Mr. Cook will tentatively
speak here in Gonzaga Auditorium on Wednesday, October
9 at a time yet to be announced.
Mr. Cook spoke here last year
along with Mr. Fred Harris ot
the Hill Parents' Association ot .
New Haven .

Skippers db., it"i

· I

fl nglish Jieather®

I

For men who want to be where the
action is. Very intrepid. Very mas·
culine. ALL-PURPOSE LOTION.
$2.50. $4.00, $6.50. From the complete array of ENGLISH LEATHER
men's toiletries.
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Weiss Sculpture Seen as
Original, Personal Vision
The sculpture of Mr. Harvey
Weiss will be on display in the
Campus Center Oak Room from
October 7 through November 4.
The sculpture of Harvey
weiss is an original and personal vision. It is a continual
discovery of new shapes and
forms - of planes and contours
and shadows and volumes. At
times his work is abstract while
others are representational. and
concerned with literary relationships and situations. But at
all times it has a humor and a
deep envolvement with the human condition.
Although Mr. Weiss' work is
primarily in welded brass, there
are excursions into many dif-

1erent m a t e r i a Is including
bronze, plaster, wood, mosaic,
terra-cotta and an unusual
technique of inscribed terracotta relief incorporating an
often extensive and poetic text.
He has had a long and distinguished career with his
works exhibited widely. His
sculpture is in many public and
private collections including the
Albright-Knox G a 11 e r y, the
collections of Governor Nelson
Rockfeller, Joseph Hirshorn and
many others.
He has recived three Ford
Foundation purchase awards
and has had four one-man
shows at the Paul Rosenberg
and Company gallery in New
York.

I n addition Weiss is the author-illustrator of some fifteen
books of fiction for children. His
most recent book published by
Par ent's Press is entitled How
T o Be A Hero, a sort of tongue
and cheek guide to young wouldbe heroes.
A native of New York, Mr.
Weiss studied at New York University and the University of
Missouri. He has studied art at
the National Academy of Design, the Art Student's League,
and with Ossipe - Zadkine in
Paris.
The Westport resident presently serves as President of the
Sculptors Guild and as a member of the Board of Trustees of
Silvermine Guild of Artists.
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Anti-War Activists in Vietnam
(CPS) - Vietnam's anti-war
student activists have grown increasingly militant this year despite the heavier price of openly opposing the government. If
they wish to speak out strongly
against the war, students face
the choice of risking a long prison term or joining the National Liberation Front or its !lilies.
Some of the student leaders
have already chosen the latter
alternative. Several leaders of
the Saigon Student Union in
1967 joined the NLF during Tet.
Several of Hue's ,student activists, traditionally more militant, joined t,he Front before
the end of last year.
It is difficult to get accurate
information on how many students are actually working for
the clandestine Alliance of National, Democrati~ and Peace
Forces or its student affiliate,
the Saigon Committee for
Peace, both of which have

aligned themselves with the
F ront as an a}ternative to the
Thieu government. One political figure well-known for his
anti-war stand believes that the
figure is probably no more than
100. Student leaders themselves
admit that only about ten percent of the approximately 25,000
university students in Saigon
even know or care about the
Alliance and its~purpose.
Anti-war activists, however ,
have clearly been driven ~o a
position of advocating the ewerthrow of the military government by a Communist-led coalition of forces. One student leader int~rviewed at the Student
Union headquarters, still ftlled
with refugees from the May offensive, said, "The future role
of the generals who rule the
country depends on how they
respond to the people's wishes
for peace. If they do not give
the people peace, they will be
lost."

Homecoming w .eekend
Continued from Page S

cerning floats, there will be outside displays. Each class as
well as any club is invited to
present a display with a home-

Giant

Poster
lrom aay photo

coming theme. A one hundred
dollar prize, donated by the Stude n t Government, will be
awarded to the winning display.
The football game will be preceded by a rugby game which
has the Fairfield Rugby Club
meeting the Columbia Old Blue.
The weekend would not be
complete without a homecoming
dance. The dance committee is
still in the process of selecting
a place that would accommodate a large number and is
looking for a versatile band
which will provide both rock
and formal music. Couples must
provide their own liquor at the
dance. Also at the dance will be
the announcement of the most
valuable player in the day's
footoall contest as well as the
winner of the display.
Ending the weekend festivities will be a brunch served in
the Campus Center, after which
the Stags and their escorts are
invited to attend an open-house.
The hours of the open house
will be extended, and a yet to
be selected entertainment will
be provided in the auditorium.

•Send any black & white or color
photo (no negatives) and the name
~swingline"cutout from any Swingline
package (or reasonable facsimile) to:
POSTER-MART, P.O. B ox 165,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95
cash, check, or money order (no
C.O.D.'s). Add sales tax where appli·
cable.
Poster rolled and mailed (post·
paid) in sturdy tube. Original material returned undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Get a

Swingline
Tot Stapler

98"
Unconditionally cuarant:eed.
At any stationery, variety, or book store..

..s'~INC.
LONG ISLAN_D CITY, !i,.X,.l1.101

Mr. Ross hopes that all plans
and details of the weekend will
soon be complete and ready so
that tickets can go on sale. He
stated that the various chair·
men are doing their best to
make it a successful weekend.
The committee chairmen are
accommodations, John Lazlo;
advertising, Phil Keane; Fi·
nanci$1.1, John Zielenski; tickets,
John Praskac; programs, Mike
Lynch; concert, Tim Roach ; display, Bud Chase and Steve
Caree; dance, Ed Marr; queen
contest, Greg Seamon; and
Sunday, Tom Keegan.

VINCENT &LUCY'S
FORMALS
Announcing A New Line
Of
TUXEDOS

Ex P'e r t

Fi t t i ng

1000 Madison Ave., Bpt., Conn.
Phone 335·8345

IN A CRISIS, it takes courage to THEY KNOW that it takes cour
be a leader ... courage to speak out age to stand up for America against
. . . to point the way . . . to say, the pseudo - intellectual p rofessors,
uF ollow Me!" I n a crisis, it takes the hippies, the press and the entire
action to survive ... the kind of de- liberal Establishment. And they've
cisive action that comes from a man got that courage.
of sound instinct, as well as intelliThousands a nd thousands of
gence.
tomorrow's leaders- the thinking
young men and women of America
If America is to survive this crisis who have courage and who are
. . if the youth of America are to w illing to act - a re joining
inherit a sane and even promising YOUTH FOR WALLACE. Yo u
world, we must have courageous, should join, too.
constructive leadership. T he kind of
T here are no dues. Send in the
l eadership that only G eorge C.
coupon to receive your membership
W allace- of all Presidential can- card, the YFW Newsletter and a
didates- has to offer. That's why copy of "STAN D U P F OR
young Americans who really think AME RICA," the story of George
support Wallace.
C. Wallace.

---------------------------------------------

,l
yOU th for '·'
wa IIace Washingt~~g-~6~=

1629 K St., N.W.

I am ............ years old and pledge to support George C. Wall ace for . P resident.
Please send me my membership card in YOUT H FOR WALL ACE and the
N ewsletter.
PRINT NAME--------------------------------~------------------------MAILING ADDRESS----------------------------:------------------- - - - - - STATE, ZIP _______________________________________________________

CITY,

SIGNA~URE--------------------------------------- PHONE _______________
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PERSONALI'I'Y

By JOE BRONSON

Imagine earning a tryout
with the Boston Red Sox and,
instead, going to Fairfield to
play soccer. Yet, diJficult as
this may seem. such is the case
of Thomas Moylan, soccer captain of the 1968 edition.
T om a t tended Bristol Central
High School, a scant 50 miles
upstate, where he was a standout center-fielder in baseball,
leading his team to the state
semifinals in his junior year,
while heading the batting list
with a resounding .406 in his
last year. However, Tom also
excelled in soccer at the public
secondary school, for he lettered in his junior year and .cocaptained the squad to a 10-4
slate and state semifinal berth
in his farewell season. In both
sports, Tom earned All Central
Connecticut Interscholastic League accolades in his senior
year.
The burly prefect of Gonzaga
2, decided to e n r o 11 at
Fairfield in the Class of '69.
Here, Tom worked hard in
soccer earning a starting post
as an underclassmen. However,
his goal for a winning season
has never materialized. Last
year the hooters came within
one goal of reaching the illusive
mark, but much greater heights had been anticipated.
"I would like nothing better
than a winning season," t he
Education major explains, "In
my last year."

:soo

Perhaps Tom's biggest problem and key to the teams success is his weight. Tom tips the
scales at 200, but he is a shade
under six feet tall. Therefore,
the lighter Tom stays, the
quicker he moves, and, hence,
the better the Stags perform.
"My responsibility as center
fullback is primarily defensive,
for I call defensive signals,"
notes the bespectacled senior.
"Usually I am the last man
between the goalie, so my chief
duties are to stop all fast
breaks past the other fullbacks,
those past mid-field, and help
defend our goal." This is most
demanding when one rE-alizes
"The Bear" (he resembles
Smokey) patrols 60 yards of
the field.
Soccer should be most enjoy-

Senior Soccer Capta.in T om Moylao beadl opfielcl.

able for Tom ~ season, for
his look-alike, Tony Palumbo,
graduated last June. Tony was
quite an extrovert on the soccer
field, constantly yelling encouragement to his teamates
and bickering with officials.
Since Tony and Tom strongly
resemble each other, referees
often gave Tom "a rough time"
instead of Tony. But this year,
all that will be history.
Vice-President of the Cardinal Key Society last year, Tom
plans to teach social studies at
his scholastic alma-mater next
year, in addition to coaching
soccer and baseball. When a
proud Stag thinks of the contributions Tom Moylan has

Booters Drop Opener;
Seek First Win Today
By DA VlD CAISSE
Hungry for its first victory of
the young season, Fairfield's
soccer team will duel Sacred
Heart this afternoon in a hom e
game. The Stags carry an 0-1
record into today's contest, having lost to Quinnipiac 4-1 and,
also, falling in a round-robin
tourney last Saturday. However
the tournament does not count
on the season's record.
I n the Quinniplac game Fairfield scored first, before 5
minutes had elapsed. Sophomore
Dan Wilcox moved in close to
the Quinnipiac goal and booted
the ball in for the score. How-

Points

Extra

By JOSEPH VALERI O
Sport& Editor

ever, Quinnipiac soon recovered
from the early goal and came
charging back. The Stags were
unable to cope with their firedup opponents and consequently
finished on the shor t end of the
tally.
Fairfield's inexperience was
evident in the round-robin
games. The Stags were outclassed 5-0 by powerful U .B. in
the initial contest. In their remaining 2 games the Stags
played well, knotting Sacred
Heart 0-0 and losing to Quinnipiac 1-0. Today the Stags will
attempt to put it all together
and emerge with a victory.

made to this university, one
must be grateful he came here,
rather than Fenway P ark.

Muhammed Ali has signed a contract to fight Zora
Folley on the Pima Indian Reservation October 26. It
will be Ali's first bout in almost two years ... Former
Princeton basketball All-American, Bill Bradley devoted a considerable amount of time this summer playing in the Baker League in Philadelphia and the Rucker's League in Harlem with a number of NBA and
college stars ... Bradley has looked very good in preseason workouts with the Knicks ... Bob Gibson leads
the World Champion Cardinals today in what should
be a slam bang World Series ... The Tigers boost a
power hitting lineup featuring Willie Horton, Al Kaline, Bill Freehan, and Norm Cash . . . However, Gibson
should win three games and lead the Cardinals to a
seven game win . . . Brian Dowling threw two touchdown passes and was on the receiving end of one f rom
teammate Calvin Hill on a spectacular play ... The
Dallas Cowboys continued their devastating offensive
show by clobbering the Philadelphia Eagles 45-13 ...
Giants continued their winning ways with a 48-21 win
over Washington ... Homer Jones electrified the Stadium with two long scores of over 150 yds ... Offensive
tackle Steve Wright rejoined the club after being out
a month with a broken ankle . . . The Stag football
club opens its season against Manhattan Saturday, October 6 ... For those of you who aren't aware of the
basketball tradition here in Stagland, there is a personality arriving on campus in the coming week who
will in all probability determine the success of this
year's team. He is Jim Brown from New Haven, Connecticut. Jim was an all-stater from Hillhouse High
and powered his team to a couple of state championships here in Connecticut. Basketball is in an intense
ritualistic thing in New Haven where you might have
to wait two or three hours to play in some of the playgrounds in the city ... J im enrolled at Fairfield following in the footsteps of another Hillhouse star, Mike
Branch, who was one of the greatest players in the
history of Fairfield basketball. Jim's 28 points led the
Stags to an upset victory over Boston College in 1965
... Jim's teammates at Hillhouse are all playing college basketball . . . some of them will be Stag opponents ... Among them are Billy Evans (Boston College),
Tony Barone (Bridgeport), W alte Esdaile (Cornell),
and Tom Chapman (St. Anselm's).

Errors Plague Stags
Con tinued from P age 10

Jim Hock's sacrifice fty. Singles
by Skip Bolger, Lanifero and
Granata loaded the bases in the
sixth, but DePalma struck out
the side to get out of the jam.
Bill Granata led Fairfield with
two hits in four at bats. For
Springfield, righthander DePalma had two base hits in five
trips, with three RBI'S.
New Haven meets the Stags
today at Fairfield's Sturges
Park. New Haven is fresh off
winning their own tournament
with a 7-1 victory over St.
John's. This will be the second
game between these two teams,
as the S tgs dropped their first
contest on September 25 at
New Haven. New Haven hurlers Ron DIOrio and Rick Anderson combined to shutout
Fairfield for eight innings. But
the Stags scored in the ninth
on singles by Skip Bolger and
Tom Finch, and Ken Lanifero's
sacrifice fty.
Fa.lrfield
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Harriers Maul Marist zn Opener
By COLIN KILEY
The Cross CO\mtry team
began its season with a stunning upset victory over Marist
College, 21-34. The Harriers
demonstrated its desire to make
known the fact Fairfield has a
cross country team, despite
Marist's copping of the indi-

vidual v i c t or y. Fairfield's
G e o r g e Trainor finished a
· strong second. John O'Rourke,
who led until the halfway mark,
managed to maintain third
place for the rest of the race,
but found himself accompiinied
across the tape by freshmen
Kurt Rashi and Brian Keefe.
The. three Stag countrymen

were given a tie for third place.
Ira Davis, another freshman,
finished sixth while sophomore
Mark O'Donahue placed seventh.
Of ten possible places, the
Stags gained credit for second.
third, fourth, fifth, and seventh.
George Trainor's time of 29:31
was impressive for an early sea-

son meet, while the packs of
O'Rourke, Keefe, and Davis
were only seconds behind.
The comfortable victory margin of 13 points was most encouraging. It appears t h a t
Coach Nick Giaquinto's Stags
are going to have a winning
season, for this year, the Stags
have started on the right track.

Manhattan Here Sunday;
Yale Outscores Stags
By ROBERT SILLERY

Defense holds back runner In recent IICrimmage. Seuon will
open this Sunday at 2 p.m. against Manhattan.

The Fairfield Football Club
opens its 1968 season this Sunday against Manhattan College
in a home game at 2:00 p.m.
at Alumni Field.
The game will be the first
ever between the Stags, coached by Dick Curtis, and the
Jaspers, coached by La r r y
Kelley. The Stags are coming
off a fine 4-2 mark last year,
while Manhattan posted a dismal 2-4 record.
Coach Kelley rates his club

RufJgers. Cop Opener
As Maher Excels
By FRANK SANTULLI

The Fairfield Rugby Club
opened its season Saturday with
a hard-fought match against the
Columbia Business School. The
Columbia ruggers had gained
early prominence this season
with wins over the Manhattan
and the Philadelphia Rugby
Clubs, both rated high in Eastern Rugby standings. This fact
did not seem to bother the Red
Ruggers, as they trounced Columbia, 20-3.
Fairfield's impressive "A"
serum battered the Columbians
deep within their own territory,
where alert AI Salomone picked
up a fumbled ball and pranced
over for the first try of the
game. Bruce Klastow, fiery sec-
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ond row for the "A" ruggers,
wasted no time in adding to
the score with two successive
trys, one from a Columbia lineout deep in their own territory
and another from a loose ball
near the Columbia goal. Klastow's impressive drive and
hustle were indicative of the
entire "A" team, with such ruggers as Billy Connolly, Tom
Krenn, and Q. Murphy keeping
the pressure on the Columbians.
The Red backfield contributed
to the field day against Columbia, with Fatty Maher totaling 8 points, including a beautiful drop-kick from twenty yards
out. Also, Tom Crowley set up
Steve Carre for the final try
of the match, as the Red backfield showed its great speed and
adept ball-handling in such ruggers as Jim Casey, Steve Ryan,
and Kurt Schligchting. By the
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end of the game, it was evident
that the Columbians had been
completely out-classed by the
desire and ruby-sense of the
Red ruggers.
Following the "A" game, the
Columbia second team scrimmaged against a combined "B"
and "C" team for Fairfield. In
the first half, the Red "B's"
got under way with a fine run
by wing Joe Sindt for the first
try. The Red scrwn kept the
pressure on the Columbians,
·winning practically every set
serum and pursuing the ball unceasingly. Such ruggers as
Frank Santulli, Mondo Flannagan, and Bob Marcavage kept
the Blue ruggers on their toes
with fine pursuit through the
Columbia line-outs.
The Red backfield dazzled the
Blue ruggers with exceptional
speed and fine moves by such
backs as Alan Perkins, Billy
Frese, and Pat Burke. Also to
be noted in the first half was
the hard-driving play of Miles
Edwards, who played · an exceptional game at wing forward
for the Red ruggers. In the
second half, Joe Sindt again
scored, this time aided by the
"C" backfield, and such ruggers as John Zerilli and Chris
Grimes. Also the C serum, lead
by Pete Hapworth and Frank
Schaller, aided in the 6-3 win.

as "improved, but still young,"
and lists quarterback N i c k
Ricci, halfback Sean O'Keeffe,
fullback George Nix, end John
E$posito, and guards Ton y
Dudick and Joe Pufami as key
returnees.
Manhattan b e g a n playing
football in 1891, and became a
club in 1965, achieving records
of 2-3, 4-1 and 2-4. Last year
the Jaspers beat St. John's 35-0
and Scranton 41-0, while losing
to Seton Hall 26-24, Marist
20-18, Iona 14-8, and Fordham

33-7.
Fairfield prepared for the
opener by going through a
brutal scrimmag(: with the Yale
freshmen. Yale outscored the
Stags by a 3-1 margin.

The high point of the contest
for the Stags came late in -the
session, when Frank Schultz
drove his team downfield and
flipped a T.D. pass to Bob Piazza. Kevin Murphy's placement
was perfect. Fairfield threatened earlier when a run by Howie
Emond brought the ball to the
2. The Stags had one chance to
score, but Eddie Journalist was
stopped short of the goal.
Although the score wasn't too
bad, the facts of the contest
were cruel: a good club football
team was soundly beaten physically and statisticly by a 75man squad that rotated four
different units against the outmanned Stags.

Errors Costly As
DiaTnondTnen Fall
By FRANK ARMADA
Fairfield Univerity finished
fourth in the fall baseball
tournament held on Saturday,
September 28 at New Haven.
New Haven righthander Dave
Wallace retired the first eleven
Stags he faced, fanning seven
in -the process to beat Fairfield
in the opener. Behind 4-1 in the
seventh inning, the Stags rallied.
Ken Lanifero opened the inning
with a triple scoring on Tom
Finch's single. Wallace walked
Bob Giusti and Stan Norman
to load the bases with only one
man out. Then Rick Anderson
came in relief for Wallace to
whiff the next two hitters and
leavE' three men stranded. New
Haven scored three unearned
runs In the first inning off
starter Bob Gibson. Yet Gibson pitched six more innings
allowing one run and six base
hits. Freshman -Jim McGinty
pitched the last two frames for
Fairfield, as Lanifero scored
one run and had two hits in
four at bats.
· In the second game the Stags
faced Springfield University and
righthander R i c k DePalma.

Lefty, Jim Tully pitched the
first five innings for Fairfield,
but Tully had control problems,
walking seven and giving up
three base hits. Hank Dumphy
and Mike Daugherty finished in
relief for the Stags. Dumphy,
a freshman righthander, gave
up two hits and three runs
in two innings. Daugherty, who
pitched the last two innings,
gave up two runs on two hits,
walked two and struck out two.
The Stags scored their only
run in the fifth inning on Bill
Granata's single, an error, and
Continued on Page 9
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